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Provides a broad and accessible introduction to the field of aerospace engineering,
ideal for semester-long courses Aerospace engineering, the field of engineering
focused on the development of aircraft and spacecraft, is taught at universities in both
dedicated aerospace engineering programs as well as in wider mechanical engineering
curriculums around the world-yet accessible introductory textbooks covering all
essential areas of the subject are rare. Filling this significant gap in the market,
Introduction to Aerospace Engineering: Basic Principles of Flight provides beginning
students with a strong foundational knowledge of the key concepts they will further
explore as they advance through their studies. Designed to align with the curriculum of
a single-semester course, this comprehensive textbook offers a student-friendly
presentation that combines the theoretical and practical aspects of aerospace
engineering. Clear and concise chapters cover the laws of aerodynamics, pressure,
and atmospheric modeling, aircraft configurations, the forces of flight, stability and
control, rockets, propulsion, and more. Detailed illustrations, well-defined equations,
end-of-chapter summaries, and ample review questions throughout the text ensure
students understand the core topics of aerodynamics, propulsion, flight mechanics, and
aircraft performance. Drawn from the author’s thirty years’ experience teaching the
subject to countless numbers of university students, this much-needed textbook:
Explains basic vocabulary and fundamental aerodynamic concepts Describes aircraft
configurations, low-speed aerofoils, high-lift devices, and rockets Covers essential
topics including thrust, propulsion, performance, maneuvers, and stability and control
Introduces each topic in a concise and straightforward manner as students are guided
through progressively more advanced material Includes access to companion website
containing a solutions manual and lecture slides for instructors Introduction to
Aerospace Engineering: Basic Principles of Flight is the perfect "one stop" textbook for
instructors, undergraduates, and graduate students in Introduction to Aerospace
Engineering or Introduction to Flight courses in Aerospace Engineering or Mechanical
Engineering programs.
A revised edition to applied gas dynamics with exclusive coverage on jets and
additional sets of problems and examples The revised and updated second edition of
Applied Gas Dynamics offers an authoritative guide to the science of gas dynamics.
Written by a noted expert on the topic, the text contains a comprehensive review of the
topic; from a definition of the subject, to the three essential processes of this science:
the isentropic process, shock and expansion process, and Fanno and Rayleigh flows.
In this revised edition, there are additional worked examples that highlight many
concepts, including moving shocks, and a section on critical Mach number is included
that helps to illuminate the concept. The second edition also contains new exercise
problems with the answers added. In addition, the information on ram jets is expanded
with helpful worked examples. It explores the entire spectrum of the ram jet theory and
includes a set of exercise problems to aid in the understanding of the theory presented.
This important text: Includes a wealth of new solved examples that describe the
features involved in the design of gas dynamic devices Contains a chapter on jets; this
is the first textbook material available on high-speed jets Offers comprehensive and
simultaneous coverage of both the theory and application Includes additional
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information designed to help with an understanding of the material covered Written for
graduate students and advanced undergraduates in aerospace engineering and
mechanical engineering, Applied Gas Dynamics, Second Edition expands on the
original edition to include not only the basic information on the science of gas dynamics
but also contains information on high-speed jets.
This reference develops the fundamental concepts of compressible fluid flow by clearly
illustrating their applications in real-world practice through the use of numerous workedout examples and problems. The book covers concepts of thermodynamics and fluid
mechanics which relate directly to compressible flow; discusses isentropic flow through
a variable-area duct; describes normal shock waves, including moving shock waves
and shock-tube analysis; explores the effects of friction and heat interaction on the flow
of a compressible fluid; covers two-dimensional shock and expansion waves; provides
a treatment of linearized flow; discusses unsteady wave propagation and computational
methods in fluid dynamics; provides several numerical methods for solving linear and
nonlinear equations encountered in compressible flow; offers modern computational
methods for solving nonintegrable equations; and describes methods of measurement
in high-speed flow. Suitable for the practicing engineer engaged in compressible-flow
applications.
New edition of the popular textbook, comprehensively updated throughout and now
includes a new dedicated website for gas dynamic calculations The thoroughly revised
and updated third edition of Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics maintains the focus on gas
flows below hypersonic. This targeted approach provides a cohesive and rigorous
examination of most practical engineering problems in this gas dynamics flow regime.
The conventional one-dimensional flow approach together with the role of temperatureentropy diagrams are highlighted throughout. The authors—noted experts in the
field—include a modern computational aid, illustrative charts and tables, and myriad
examples of varying degrees of difficulty to aid in the understanding of the material
presented. The updated edition of Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics includes new
sections on the shock tube, the aerospike nozzle, and the gas dynamic laser. The book
contains all equations, tables, and charts necessary to work the problems and
exercises in each chapter. This book’s accessible but rigorous style: Offers a
comprehensively updated edition that includes new problems and examples Covers
fundamentals of gas flows targeting those below hypersonic Presents the onedimensional flow approach and highlights the role of temperature-entropy diagrams
Contains new sections that examine the shock tube, the aerospike nozzle, the gas
dynamic laser, and an expanded coverage of rocket propulsion Explores applications of
gas dynamics to aircraft and rocket engines Includes behavioral objectives, summaries,
and check tests to aid with learning Written for students in mechanical and aerospace
engineering and professionals and researchers in the field, the third edition of
Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics has been updated to include recent developments in
the field and retains all its learning aids. The calculator for gas dynamics calculations is
available at https://www.oscarbiblarz.com/gascalculator gas dynamics calculations
This is the most comprehensive introductory graduate or advanced undergraduate text
in fluid mechanics available. It builds from the fundamentals, often in a very general
way, to widespread applications to technology and geophysics. In most areas, an
understanding of this book can be followed up by specialized monographs and the
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research literature. The material added to this new edition will provide insights gathered
over 45 years of studying fluid mechanics. Many of these insights, such as universal
dimensionless similarity scaling for the laminar boundary layer equations, are available
nowhere else. Likewise for the generalized vector field derivatives. Other material, such
as the generalized stream function treatment, shows how stream functions may be
used in three-dimensional flows. The CFD chapter enables computations of some
simple flows and provides entrée to more advanced literature. *New and generalized
treatment of similar laminar boundary layers. *Generalized treatment of streamfunctions
for three-dimensional flow . *Generalized treatment of vector field derivatives.
*Expanded coverage of gas dynamics. *New introduction to computational fluid
dynamics. *New generalized treatment of boundary conditions in fluid mechanics.
*Expanded treatment of viscous flow with more examples.
Written for chemical, mechanical, and aerospace engineering students taking courses
on heat and mass transfer, this textbook presents the basics and proceeds to the
required theory and its application aspects. Major topics covered include conduction,
convection, radiation, boiling, heat exchangers, and mass transfer and are explained in
a detailed, to-the-point manner. Along with coverage of the topics, the author provides
appropriate numerical examples to clarify theory and concepts. Exercise problems are
presented at the end of each chapter to test the understanding gained within each
subject. A solutions manual and PowerPoint slides accompany the text, upon
qualification.

The prerequisite for the study of this book is a knowledge of matrices and the
essentials of functions of a complex variable. It has been developed from courses
given by the authors and probably contains more material than will ordinarily be
covered in a one-year course. It is hoped that the book will be a useful text in the
application of differential equations as well as for the pure mathematician.
This revised and updated seventh edition continues to provide the most
accessible and readable approach to the study of all the vital topics and issues
associated with gas dynamic processes. At every stage, the physics governing
the process, its applications and limitations are discussed in detail. With a strong
emphasis on the basic concepts and problem-solving skills, this text is suitable
for a course on Gas Dynamics/Compressible Flows/High-speed Aerodynamics at
both undergraduate and postgraduate levels in aerospace engineering,
mechanical engineering, chemical engineering and applied physics. The elegant
and concise style of the book along with illustrations and worked-out examples
makes it eminently suitable for self-study by students and also for scientists and
engineers working in the field of gas dynamics in industries and research
laboratories. The computer program to calculate the coordinates of contoured
nozzle, with the method of characteristics, has been given in C-language. The
program listing along with a sample output is given in the Appendix. NEW TO
THE EDITION • A new chapter on the 'Power of Compressible Bernoulli
Equation’ • Extra chapter-end examples in Chapter 5 • Additional exercise
problems in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 KEY FEATURES • Concise coverage of the
thermodynamic concepts to serve as a revision of the background material •
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Introduction to measurements in compressible flows and optical flow visualization
techniques • Introduction to rarefied gas dynamics and high-temperature gas
dynamics • Solutions Manual for instructors containing the complete worked-out
solutions to chapter-end problems • In-depth presentation of potential equations
for compressible flows, similarity rule and two-dimensional compressible flows
•Logical and systematic treatment of fundamental aspects of gas dynamics,
waves in the supersonic regime and gas dynamic processes TARGET
AUDIENCE • BE/B.Tech (Mechanical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering) •
ME/M.Tech (Thermal Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering)
This book is designed for a first course in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. The
subject matter has been developed in a logical and coherent manner with neat
illustrations and a fairly large number of solved examples and unsolved
problems. The text, developed from the author’s teaching experience of many
years, is suitable for the senior-level undergraduate and first-year postgraduate
students of mechanical engineering, automobile engineering as well as chemical
engineering. The text commences with an introduction to the fundamentals of
thermo-dynamics and a brief treatment of the various methods of refrigeration.
Then follows the detailed discussion and analysis of air refrigeration systems,
vapour compression and vapour absorption refrigeration systems with special
emphasis on developing sound physical concepts and gaining problem solving
skills. Refrigerants are exhaustively dealt with in a separate chapter. The
remainder chapters of the book deal with psychrometry and various processes
required for the analysis of air conditioning systems. Technical descriptions of
compressors, evaporators, condensers, expansion devices and ducts are
provided along with design practices for cooling and heating load calculations.
The basic principles of cryogenic systems and applications of cryogenic gases
and air liquefaction systems have also been dealt with. The Second Edition
incorporates: (a) New sections on vortex tube, solar refrigeration and magnetic
refrigeration, in Chapter 2. (b) Additional solved examples on vapour
compression refrigeration system using the R134a refrigerant, in Chapter 4. (c)
New sections on duct arrangement systems and air distribution systems, in
Chapter 15. (d) A new Chapter 17 on Food Preservation.
GAS DYNAMICS.GAS DYNAMICS, Seventh EditionPHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.
With rapid economic and industrial development in China, India and elsewhere,
fluid-related structural vibration and noise problems are widely encountered in
many fields, just as they are in the more developed parts of the world, causing
increasingly grievous concerns. Turbulence clearly has a significant impact on
many such problems. On the other hand, new opportunities are emerging with
the advent of various new technologies, such as signal processing, flow
visualization and diagnostics, new functional materials, sensors and actuators,
etc. These have revitalized interdisciplinary research activities, and it is in this
context that the 2nd symposium on fluid-structure-sound interactions and control
(FSSIC) was organized. Held in Hong Kong (May 20-21, 2013) and Macau (May
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22-23, 2013), the meeting brought together scientists and engineers working in
all related branches from both East and West and provided them with a forum to
exchange and share the latest progress, ideas and advances and to chart the
frontiers of FSSIC. The Proceedings of the 2nd Symposium on Fluid-StructureSound Interactions and Control largely focuses on advances in the theory,
experimental research and numerical simulations of turbulence in the contexts of
flow-induced vibration, noise and their control. This includes several practical
areas for interaction, such as the aerodynamics of road and space vehicles,
marine and civil engineering, nuclear reactors and biomedical science etc. One of
the particular features of these proceedings is that it integrates acoustics with the
study of flow-induced vibration, which is not a common practice but is
scientifically very helpful in understanding, simulating and controlling vibration.
This offers a broader view of the discipline from which readers will benefit greatly.
These proceedings are intended for academics, research scientists, design
engineers and graduate students in engineering fluid dynamics, acoustics, fluid
and aerodynamics, vibration, dynamical systems and control etc. Yu Zhou is a
professor in Institute for Turbulence-Noise-Vibration Interaction and Control at
Harbin Institute of Technology. Yang Liu is an associate professor at The Hong
Kong Polytechnic University. Lixi Huang, associate professor, works at the
University of Hong Kong. Professor Dewey H. Hodges works at the School of
Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology.
Compressible Fluid Dynamics (or Gas Dynamics) has a wide range of
applications in Mechanical, Aeronautical and Chemical Engineering.It plays a
significant role in the design and development of compressors, turbines, missiles,
rockets and aircrafts. This comprehensive and systematically organized book
gives a clear analysis of the fundamental principles of Compressible Fluid
Dynamics. It discusses in rich detail such topics as isentropic, Fanno, Rayleigh,
simple and generalised one-dimensional flows. Besides, it covers topics such as
conservation laws for compressible flow, normal and oblique shock waves, and
measurement in compressible flow. Finally, the book concludes with detailed
discussions on propulsive devices. The text is amply illustrated with worked-out
examples, tables and diagrams to enable the students to comprehend the subject
with ease. Intended as a text for undergraduate students of Mechanical,
Aeronautical and Chemical Engineering, the book would also be extremely useful
for practising engineers.
This collection of over 200 detailed worked exercises adds to and complements the textbook
"Fluid Mechanics" by the same author, and, at the same time, illustrates the teaching material
via examples. The exercises revolve around applying the fundamental concepts of "Fluid
Mechanics" to obtain solutions to diverse concrete problems, and, in so doing, the students'
skill in the mathematical modelling of practical problems is developed. In addition, 30
challenging questions WITHOUT detailed solutions have been included. While lecturers will
find these questions suitable for examinations and tests, students themselves can use them to
check their understanding of the subject.
The increasing importance of concepts from compressible fluid flow theory for aeronautical
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applications makes the republication of this first-rate text particularly timely. Intended mainly for
aeronautics students, the text will also be helpful to practicing engineers and scientists who
work on problems involving the aerodynamics of compressible fluids. Covering the general
principles of gas dynamics to provide a working understanding of the essentials of gas flow,
the contents of this book form the foundation for a study of the specialized literature and should
give the necessary background for reading original papers on the subject. Topics include
introductory concepts from thermodynamics, including entropy, reciprocity relations,
equilibrium conditions, the law of mass action and condensation; one-dimensional
gasdynamics, one-dimensional wave motion, waves in supersonic flow, flow in ducts and wind
tunnels, methods of measurement, the equations of frictionless flow, small-perturbation theory,
transonic flow, effects of viscosity and conductivity, and much more. The text includes
numerous detailed figures and several useful tables, while concluding exercises demonstrate
the application of the material in the text and outline additional subjects. Advanced
undergraduate or graduate physics and engineering students with at least a working
knowledge of calculus and basic physics will profit immensely from studying this outstanding
volume.
In Applied Gas Dynamics, Professor Ethirajan Rathakrishnan introduces the high-tech science
of gas dynamics, from a definition of the subject to the three essential processes of this
science, namely, the isentropic process, shock and expansion process, and Fanno and
Rayleigh flows. The material is presented in such a manner that beginners can follow the
subject comfortably. Rathakrishnan also covers the theoretical and application aspects of highspeed flows in which enthalpy change becomes significant. Covers both theory and
applications Explains involved aspects of flow processes in detail Provides a large number of
worked through examples in all chapters Reinforces learning with concise summaries at the
end of every chapter Contains a liberal number of exercise problems with answers Discusses
ram jet and jet theory -- unique topics of use to all working in the field Classroom tested at
introductory and advanced levels Solutions manual and lecture slides available for instructors
Applied Gas Dynamics is aimed at graduate students and advanced undergraduates in
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanical Engineering who are taking courses such as Gas
Dynamics, Compressible Flows, High-Speed Aerodynamics, Applied Gas Dynamics,
Experimental Aerodynamics and High-Enthalpy Flows. Practicing engineers and researchers
working with high speed flows will also find this book helpful. Lecture materials for instructors
available at http://www.wiley.com/go/gasdyn
This textbook is intended for courses in heat transfer for undergraduates, not only in chemical
engineering and related disciplines of biochemical engineering and chemical technology, but
also in mechanical engineering and production engineering. The author provides the reader
with a very thorough account of the fundamental principles and their applications to
engineering practice, including a survey of the recent developments in heat transfer
equipment.The three basic modes of heat transfer - conduction, convection and radiation have been comprehensively analyzed and elucidated by solving a wide range of practical and
design-oriented problems. A whole chapter has been devoted to explain the concept of the
heat transfer coefficient to give a feel of its importance in tackling problems of convective heat
transfer. The use of the important heat transfer correlations has been illustrated with carefully
selected examples.
div=""This textbook on Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics will help students with a background in
mechanical and/or aerospace engineering and practicing engineers working in the areas of
aerospace propulsion and gas dynamics by providing a rigorous examination of most practical
engineering problems. The book focuses both on the basics and more complex topics such as
quasi one dimensional flows, oblique shock waves, Prandtl Meyer flow, flow of steam through
nozzles, etc. End of chapter problems, solved illustrations and exercise problems are
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presented throughout the book to augment learning. ^
This book is developed to serve as a concise text for a course on helicopter aerodynamics at
the introductory level. It introduces to the rotary-wing aerodynamics, with applications to
helicopters, and application of the relevant principles to the aerodynamic design of a helicopter
rotor and its blades. The basic aim of this book is to make a complete text covering both the
basic and applied aspects of theory of rotary wing flying machine for students, engineers, and
applied physicists. The philosophy followed in this book is that the subject of helicopter
aerodynamics is covered combining the theoretical analysis, physical features and the
application aspects. Considerable number of solved examples and exercise problems with
answers are coined for this book. This book will cater to the requirement of numerical problems
on helicopter flight performance, which is required for the students of aeronautical/aerospace
engineering.. SALIENT FEATURES • To provide an introductory treatment of the aerodynamic
theory of rotary-wing aircraft • To study the fundamentals of rotor aerodynamics for rotorcraft in
hovering flight, axial flight, and forward flight modes • To perform blade element analysis,
investigate rotating blade motion, and quantify basic helicopter performance

Gas Dynamics covers all the material required for mainstream introductory
courses in Advanced Fluid Mechanics, and Compressible Fluid Flow. In order to
ensure complete understanding of the physical behaviour of compressible fluid
flow and the principles underlying modern-day industrial experience and
techniques, the authors begin with basic one-dimensional steady flow and
progress to introductory two-dimensional flows and unsteady flows. Applications
cover aerodynamics, turbomachinery, gas turbines and common engineering
designs. Each chapter begins with basic principles, provides full derivation of
results, explores the theory via worked problems and exercises (answers
provided in a separate solutions manual), and has been extensively class-tested.
The second edition of Flight Stability and Automatic Control presents an
organized introduction to the useful and relevant topics necessary for a flight
stability and controls course. Not only is this text presented at the appropriate
mathematical level, it also features standard terminology and nomenclature,
along with expanded coverage of classical control theory, autopilot designs, and
modern control theory. Through the use of extensive examples, problems, and
historical notes, author Robert Nelson develops a concise and vital text for
aircraft flight stability and control or flight dynamics courses.
* Properties of the atmosphere are given * Tables for isothermal flow and oblique
shock are included * Pressure drop in gas pipe lines is also tabulated * Gives
pumping power for fans, blowers and compressors * These gas tables can be
used in Mechanical Engineering, Aerospace Engineering, Chemical Engineering
and Gas Engineering
This textbook is targetted to undergraduate students in chemical engineering,
chemical technology, and biochemical engineering for courses in mass transfer,
separation processes, transport processes, and unit operations. The principles of
mass transfer, both diffusional and convective have been comprehensively
discussed. The application of these principles to separation processes is
explained. The more common separation processes used in the chemical
industries are individually described in separate chapters. The book also provides
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a good understanding of the construction, the operating principles, and the
selection criteria of separation equipment. Recent developments in equipment
have been included as far as possible. The procedure of equipment design and
sizing has been illustrated by simple examples. An overview of different
applications and aspects of membrane separation has also been provided.
‘Humidification and water cooling’, necessary in every process indus-try, is also
described. Finally, elementary principles of ‘unsteady state diffusion’ and mass
transfer accompanied by a chemical reaction are covered. SALIENT FEATURES
: • A balanced coverage of theoretical principles and applications. • Important
recent developments in mass transfer equipment and practice are included. • A
large number of solved problems of varying levels of complexities showing the
applications of the theory are included. • Many end-chapter exercises. • Chapterwise multiple choice questions. • An Instructors manual for the teachers.
An introductory textbook covering the fundamentals of linear finite element
analysis (FEA) This book constitutes the first volume in a two-volume set that
introduces readers to the theoretical foundations and the implementation of the
finite element method (FEM). The first volume focuses on the use of the method
for linear problems. A general procedure is presented for the finite element
analysis (FEA) of a physical problem, where the goal is to specify the values of a
field function. First, the strong form of the problem (governing differential
equations and boundary conditions) is formulated. Subsequently, a weak form of
the governing equations is established. Finally, a finite element approximation is
introduced, transforming the weak form into a system of equations where the only
unknowns are nodal values of the field function. The procedure is applied to onedimensional elasticity and heat conduction, multi-dimensional steady-state scalar
field problems (heat conduction, chemical diffusion, flow in porous media), multidimensional elasticity and structural mechanics (beams/shells), as well as timedependent (dynamic) scalar field problems, elastodynamics and structural
dynamics. Important concepts for finite element computations, such as
isoparametric elements for multi-dimensional analysis and Gaussian quadrature
for numerical evaluation of integrals, are presented and explained. Practical
aspects of FEA and advanced topics, such as reduced integration procedures,
mixed finite elements and verification and validation of the FEM are also
discussed. Provides detailed derivations of finite element equations for a variety
of problems. Incorporates quantitative examples on one-dimensional and multidimensional FEA. Provides an overview of multi-dimensional linear elasticity
(definition of stress and strain tensors, coordinate transformation rules, stressstrain relation and material symmetry) before presenting the pertinent FEA
procedures. Discusses practical and advanced aspects of FEA, such as
treatment of constraints, locking, reduced integration, hourglass control, and multifield (mixed) formulations. Includes chapters on transient (step-by-step) solution
schemes for time-dependent scalar field problems and elastodynamics/structural
dynamics. Contains a chapter dedicated to verification and validation for the FEM
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and another chapter dedicated to solution of linear systems of equations and to
introductory notions of parallel computing. Includes appendices with a review of
matrix algebra and overview of matrix analysis of discrete systems. Accompanied
by a website hosting an open-source finite element program for linear elasticity
and heat conduction, together with a user tutorial. Fundamentals of Finite
Element Analysis: Linear Finite Element Analysis is an ideal text for
undergraduate and graduate students in civil, aerospace and mechanical
engineering, finite element software vendors, as well as practicing engineers and
anybody with an interest in linear finite element analysis.
Mechanical engineers involved with flow mechanics have long needed an
authoritative reference that delves into all the essentials required for
experimentation in fluids, a resource that can provide fundamental review, as well
as the details necessary for experimentation on everything from household
appliances to hi-tech rockets. Instrumentation, Measurements, and Experiments
in Fluids meets this challenge, as its author is not only a highly respected pioneer
in fluids, but also possesses twenty years experience teaching students of all
levels. He clearly explains fundamental principles as well the tools and methods
essential for advanced experimentation. Reflecting an awe for flow mechanics,
along with a deep-rooted knowledge, the author has assembled a fourteen
chapter volume that is destined to become a seminal work in the field. Providing
ample detail for self study and the sort of elegant writing rarely found in so
thorough a treatment, he provides insight into all the vital topics and issues
associated with the devices and instruments used for fluid mechanics and gas
dynamics experiments. Extremely organized, this work presents easy access to
the principles behind the science and goes on to elucidate the current research
and findings needed by those seeking to make further advancement. Unique and
Thorough Coverage of Uncertainty Analysis The author provides valuable insight
into the vital issues associated with the devices used in fluid mechanics and gas
dynamics experiments. Leaving nothing to doubt, he tackles the most difficult
concepts and ends the book with an introduction to uncertainty analysis.
Structured and detailed enough for self study, this volume also provides the
backbone for both undergraduate and graduate courses on fluids
experimentation.
This is an introductory level textbook which explains the elements of high temperature
and high-speed gas dynamics. Readers will gain an understanding how the
thermodynamic and transport properties of high temperature gas are determined from a
microscopic viewpoint of the molecular gas dynamics, and how such properties affect
the flow features, the shock waves and the nozzle flows, from a macroscopic viewpoint.
In addition, the experimental facilities for the study on the high enthalpy flows are
described in a concise and easy-to-understand style. Practical examples are given
throughout emphasizing the application of the theory discussed. Each chapter ends
with exercises/problems and solutions to enhance the learning experience. The book
begins with the basics about enthalpy, its nature and difference with internal energy and
its relationship to heat. Subsequent sections in the chapter on the Basics cover the
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essence of the gas dynamics of perfect gas, covering all aspects of the theory, which
assumes the specific heats of the gas as constants and independent of temperature.
The chapter on Thermodynamics of Fluid Flow reviews the concept of energy which
plays an important role in both high temperature flows and perfect gas flows. The
chapter on Wave Propagation describes the waves, namely the Mach waves,
compression waves and expansion waves, which prevail in all gas dynamic streams.
The chapter on High Temperature Flows begins with the discussion on the difference
between the perfect gas flow and high temperature flow, and proceeds to the
importance of high-enthalpy flows covering the nature of high-enthalpy flows, most
probable macro state, Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac statistics, Boltzmann distribution,
evaluation of thermodynamic properties and partition function, covering the various
aspects of high-enthalpy flows with shocks. The final chapter on High Enthalpy
Facilities describes the devices to provide hypersonic airflows at high enthalpy and highpressure total conditions.
This hallmark text on Gas Turbines covers all aspects of the subject. The topics have
been explained right from the fundamentals so that even a beginner can comprehend
the exposition. Various chapters such as Inlets and Nozzles, Blades, Environmental
Considerations and Applications and Rocket Propulsion make the book complete.
Theoretical descriptions of the topics is crisp and well organized without the presence
of any superfluous content which is supported really well with the help of pedagogical
features. This edition is a thoroughly revised and updated one. All in all a must read for
the readers of Gas Turbines.
The third edition of this easy-to-understand text continues to provide students with a
sound understanding of the fundamental concepts of various physical phenomena of
science of fluid mechanics. It adds a new chapter (Vortex Theory) which presents a
vivid interpretation of vortex motions that are of fundamental importance in
aerodynamics and in the performance of many other engineering devices. It elaborately
explains the dynamics of vortex motion with the help of Helmholtz's theorems and
provides illustrations of how the manifestations of Helmholtz's theorems can be
observed in daily life. Several new problems along with answers are added at the end
of Chapter 4 on Boundary Layer. The book is suitable for a one-semester course in fluid
mechanics for undergraduate students of mechanical, aerospace, civil and chemical
engineering students. A Solutions Manual containing solutions to end-of-chapter
problems is available for use by instructors.
This new text provides clear explanations of the physical phenomena encountered in
compressible fluid flow by providing more practical applications, more worked
examples, and more detail about the underlying assumptions than other texts. Its broad
topic coverage includes a thorough review of the fundamentals, a wide array of
applications, and unique coverage of hypersonic flow. This is the ideal text for
compressible fluid flow or gas dynamics courses found in mechanical or aerospace
engineering programs.
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